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Modi, French Prez to Co-launch Book on Environment
Book to emphasise urgent need for protecting environment and will help make the point that India is looking to play a more high-profile leadership role on the global stage
Anubhuti.Vishnoi@timesgroup.com

Paris: Prime Minister Narendra Modi
wants to assert India’s green credentials
ahead of a key global summit on climate
change in Paris later this year, signalling a
shift in the government’s approach. The
French will be lending strong support to
the effort.
Modi will co-launch a book on the urgent
need for protecting the environment with
French President Francois Hollande to
make the point that India is looking to
play a more high-profile, leadership role
on the global stage in this regard.
The idea is said to have been mooted by
the Indian prime minister when he visited
France earlier this year, raising it with foreign minister Laurent Fabius, who then
pursued it with leaders of his government.
The idea was received enthusiastically
by the French, officials of that country
said, with a special launch planned before
climate change talks at the 21st Conference

of Parties (COP21) in Paris in December.
The move also fits in with vigorous
French efforts to ensure that an agreement is arrived at in COP21 or the 2015 Paris Climate Conference, which will see
196 countries attending. As part of its outreach to countries, the
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government
is taking a strong and
clear position on climate change, emphasising India’s commitment to the cause,
its voluntary initiatives on solar and
wind power and indigenous, environ-

ment-friendly lifestyle choices. At the
same time, it has also pointed out repeatedly that developed nations cannot escape their responsibility for greater action to check climate change.
Modi had said during his visit to Berlin earlier this year that “India will set the agenda
for the upcoming Conference of Parties”.
He had also expressed surprise “that the
world is scolding us even though our per
capita gas emission is the lowest... The
whole world is posing questions to us.
Those who have destroyed climate are
asking questions to us. If anybody has
served nature, it is Indians”.
Environment minister Prakash Javdekar has emphasised the need for developed countries to take enhanced mitigation measures before COP21 targets take
effect if an agreement is achieved. He was
speaking last month at the sixth Petersberg Climate Dialogue in Berlin.
With the COP meeting just months
away, France is working hard to ensure
an agreement can be reached and is in-
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PM has said during his Berlin visit this year

...the world is scolding us even
though our per capita gas
emission is the lowest... The
whole world is posing questions to us...If anybody has
served nature, it is Indians
vesting considerable energy in bilateral
engagements with the political leadership of all major economies to this end. It
may be recalled that COP15 in Copenhagen descended at times into chaos and
seemed to make little progress amid lack
of a meeting ground between developed
and developing blocs.
As part of efforts to avoid a recurrence,
France is pushing heads of state and gov-

ernment to attend the summit opening.
Modi is expected to be present.
“We might look for some political input so we can move forward on negotiations... We might have meetings with
heads of state in advance so as not to
wait long for the agreement,” PierreHenri Guignard, COP21 secretary general, told ET in Paris. “There are 196
countries involved and some of them

will have to introduce some political
thinking to get things going.”
France will also be calling a special ministerial meeting in October this year to
deliberate on the finance aspect of COP
negotiations. Finance ministers from
across the globe are expected to participate in the conference planned in Lima
where contentious issues such as a structure for climate funding will be taken up.
India is one of the key stakeholders in
the upcoming COP meeting and its stand
on the subject of cutting greenhouse gas
emissions is being keenly observed. Also,
India will soon be submitting its Intended Nationally Determined Contributions
(INDCs) to the secretariat of the United
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCC). In its INDCs, India will spell out its emission reduction
targets and emphasise its increased commitment to renewal energy projects such
as the ambitious solar energy mission.
(The writer was in Paris at the invitation
of the French government)

Flipkart Counts
Govt Offices, Depts Plan to Conduct
Yogis in its Ranks Yoga Sessions on Regular Basis

On International Yoga Day, Flipkart decided to take a peek at how the
practice has been trending among its 45 m registered customers
WHAT DOES THE CONSUMER PREFER

INTERESTING
INSIGHTS & TRENDS

Many customers are looking beyond plain vanilla mats.
Preferences have been seen to extend to mats that are
odour free, water resistant and shock absorption mats
and mats with better grip

80%
Growth in demand for Yoga
mats in the last one year

1400

While PVC mats are the most popular, many
environment conscious customers prefer hand
knitted jute or cotton yoga mats

Flipkart’s Yoga mat
selections across key
brands such as Gravolite,
Aerolite, Lnt & Misr

While single colour yoga mats are still the largest
category, Flipkart is also seeing demand for double
coloured mats, multi coloured mats and mats with
illustrations of Yoga poses

INDIAN CONSUMER IS GETTING
INCREASINGLY HEATH CONSCIOUS
Customer interest about the
health and lifestyle benefits of
yoga seem to have increased
over the last three months

Flipkart has seen a
steady rise in the
number of books
on yoga sold

5000 Books on yoga available on Flipkart
GROWING DEMAND FOR YOGA DVDS
∙ Shilpa Shetty’s DVD titled Shilpa’s Yoga is by
far the best selling DVD on Yoga on Flipkart.
The Hindi version of this DVD is the best
seller followed by Tamil and English
version
∙ There is also an uptake of Yoga DVDs
aimed at pregnant women. DVDs
featuring Pre & Post Natal
Workouts are amongst
bestselling Yoga videos

THE BEST SELLERS

Asana Pranayama Mudra Bandha
by Satyananda Saraswati,
published by the Bihar School of Yoga
is the best selling book on Yoga on
Flipkart
This book is followed by Yoga
Guru BKS Iyengar’s The
Classic Guide to Yoga first
published in 1966 – Light
on Yoga. Incidentally, this
book outsells another
classic by BKS Iyengar
first published in
1981 Light on
Pranayama

YOGA FOR ALL Railways, EPFO seeking yoga trainers to help staff lead a stress-free life, other likely to follow
Yogima.Sharma
@timesgroup.com

New Delhi: Sunday’s worldwide celebration of yoga is not likely to be a
one-off event for Indian government
employees. It’s all set to become part
of daily life as various departments
hire instructors to make learning yoga part of a sustained campaign.
The Indian Railways and the Employees’ Provident Fund Organisation are
among those seeking yoga teachers.
Other ministries are likely to follow, especially after Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s enthusiastic support for the
traditional Indian discipline. Officials
told ET that several ministries are
scouting for consultant trainers to
help employees lead a stress-free life.
There are about 48 lakh central government employees in the country
across different ministries and affiliated institutions.
“We have made yoga part of the
training curriculum of the National
Academy for Training & Research in
Social Security (NATRSS) and are
looking for a yoga instructor to teach
yoga and other stress-relieving exercises everyday,” said KK Jalan, central provident fund commissioner.

Border Security Force personnel perform yoga in Khasa on the outskirts of
Amritsar on International Day of Yoga on Sunday

EPFO has sought applications from
retired government officers to seek
contractual employment as trainers
and consultants in yoga. “The duties
at the academy will involve conducting yoga sessions in training programmes, personal counseling of
trainees, visit to the zonal training in-

stitutes and other offices of the EPFO
and other duties assigned by the director,” said the June 9 notice.
Instructors could train staff on asanas that help prevent back aches, a
common problem among those who sit
in front of the computer for long hours.
EPFO has a staff strength of 20,000.

NATRSS trained 5,600 EPFO employees last year besides conducting
sessions for the Department of Personnel and Training (DoPT).
The country’s largest employer Indian Railways, which has 13 lakh
workers, has made yoga compulsory
at all its training centres and plans to
cover all its staff by 2020. Railways
has 295 training centres for training
its officers, loco pilots, technicians
and those involved in other services.
“Training of railway staff is a mammoth task... So, we are looking at hiring yoga experts and institutions on
contract to cater to the need of these
centres,” a senior railway ministry
official said, adding a notification inviting applications for yoga instructors has been issued.
The Associated Chambers of Commerce and Industry of India (Assocham) expects a spurt in demand for yoga instructors, both in India and abroad.
“The increased focus on yoga by PM
Modi and his government, coupled with
the growing awareness about the traditional Indian ways of dealing with stress
in the corporate sector, has improved job
opportunities in yoga training with
commensurate demand for trainers set
to grow by 30-35% in a few years,” Assocham said in a paper released on Friday.

Not Just Fitness Centres, Etailers & Radio
Cabs Too have Offers to Attract Customers
HEALTH UNLIMITED Offers are not restricted to just one day, but are available for even a month altogether
Divya Sathyanarayanan
& Kailash Babar

Mumbai: Hospitality, ecommerce,
radio cabs and fitness companies
have been piggybacking on the fervor
generated around International Day
of Yoga, which was celebrated on
Sunday, with offers and activities to
attract customers. These offers are
not restricted to just one day, but are
available for even a month altogether.
Snapdeal introduced yoga merchandise such as e-guides, mats, equipment
and attire on the online marketplace,
with offers on over 150 special products for the week that started June 17.
Online cab aggregator Olacabs offered free rides and yoga sessions in
partnership with studios in New Delhi for people selected in a lucky draw.
Cricketer Zaheer Khan’s ProSport
Fitness has also launched group yoga
classes and therapies for athletic in-

juries from Sunday.
Companies are not seeing this as a major revenue generation exercise and
are only trying to improve visibility
through the global activity first mooted
by Prime Minister Narendra Modi.
“Yoga is an invaluable gift of ancient
Indian tradition. I feel honoured as I
have got trained under Yogacharya,
BKS Iyengar,” said ProSport Fitness
founder Khan.
New Delhi-based healthy dining food
chain Sattviko has sent out 5,000 letters
to the President, Prime Minister, all
members of Parliament, chief ministers, secretaries, senior journalists,
NGOs and celebrities urging them to
donate their medicines in exchange for
healthy food and yogic products on its
website, which offers products such as
fresh food, daily groceries, Ayurveda
medicines and even yoga classes.
“People should eat good food and not
medicines,” said founder Prasoon
Gupta. Sattviko is also distributing

In Internal Co Blog, Infosys CEO Talks
About ‘Zero Distance’ & Other Big Bets
Anirban.Sen@timesgroup.com

Bengaluru: Twelve months after
being named the first non-founder
chief executive of Infosys, Vishal
Sikka in an internal company blog
on Sunday highlighted some of the
biggest achievements for India’s
second-largest software exporter
over the past year and also spoke
about some of the big bets it has
made, including what the company
internally calls ‘Zero Distance’.
Ahead of the company’s annual
shareholder meeting on Monday,
Sikka said the company started the
Zero Distance initiative as part of
an internal push to infuse innovation into each of the company’s existing client projects. Infosys currently has roughly 23,000 projects
with customers.
“I write this onboard a beautiful
Lufthansa Boeing 747-8, the latest
incarnation of the magnificent
plane that was born around the
same time I was, and has evolved
through these decades in a timeless manner. It makes me even
more proud that a brilliant team of
Infoscions helped design many key
parts and systems of this amazing
machine,” Sikka said in the blog.
Sikka said the company had formulated a five-point template in-

Infosys Chief Executive Officer Visal Sikka

ternally to improve the quality of
each customer project. Infosys has
even formed Zero Distance groups
on Yammer and on the company’s
intranet Sparsh, where this blog
was first published on Sunday afternoon.
“Then we rolled this template out
to a 1000 projects and their leadership, and a few weeks later, to all
our projects….Projects covering
more than 68k delivery colleagues
at Infosys, that is more than 70% of

our delivery strength, are participating and more than 500 client
conversations relating to the improvements and innovations in
their projects have already happened,” Sikka said.
Sikka also said the company had
so far trained more than 35,000 employees in design thinking, of
which more than 21,000 have been
trained from the delivery organisation. The company has also conducted over three dozen design

thinking workshops till date.
Infosys also has rolled out its Infosys Information Platform (IIP) to
more than 100 customer projects.
IIP is the company’s flagship big
data analytics platform and the
platform’s development is being
overseen by platforms head Abdul
Razack, a key Sikka lieutenant.
“Under Abdul and Samson's leadership, our work in IAP is already
resulting in substantial savings
due to automation in the routine,
mechanizable areas like parts of
infrastructure management. And
we now have more than 100 commercial IIP engagements, including many that have already produced
breakthrough
results.
Panaya's adoption is underway,
and is picking up steam. We've
crossed 12 Panaya wins done by the
Infosys CSG teams,” Sikka said.
Sikka also paid tribute to outgoing non-executive chairman KV
Kamath and said that new chairman R Seshasayee had “become a
mentor” to him.
“(KV Kamath) is an amazing man,
a natural leader, a unique combination of spirituality and practicality, of great vision and dreams, and
great execution and discipline. As
happy as I am to see him lead this
great new institution for humanity,
I will really miss him,” he said.

free yoga mats and umbrellas on the
occasion.
OK Sir, a company that launched an
app providing access to over 150 dailyneed and emergency services, is promoting yoga tutors.
“We will be offering free first training
sessions of yoga by yoga tutors booked
through our app OK Sir. The offer will
be on for more than a month, ending on
July 31. It’s a good opportunity to promote yoga as well as our services,” said
Arun Kapur, founder and CEO.
With health and fitness rapidly a
growing priority for executives and
professionals, hotels and restaurants
now have another occasion to showcase their yoga-centric offerings.
ITC Hotels, Kempinski and Le Meridien conducted yoga sessions by experts on Sunday for guests and employees. The sessions were followed
by healthy and organic food curated
by their chefs.
ITC Maurya in New Delhi is hosting a

week-long wellness week for employees starting this Sunday. The chain’s
all-suite property, ITC Grand Bharat
in Gurgaon, will conduct culinary
classes for guests on Swasthya (wellbeing) cuisine by its master chefs.
The Kempinski Ambience Hotel in
New Delhi held special hour-long yoga
sessions for guests with an expert, followed by a menu of healthy, innovative
and traditional beverages at its cafe.
“With the stressful life that all of us
lead today, I believe yoga should be incorporated in the corporate lifestyle
for employees’ well-being,” said Puneet Singh, GM of the Kempinski Ambience Hotel. “As hoteliers, we are the
custodians of encouraging healthy
luxury lifestyle for our patrons and
employees.”
According to Shaji Joseph, GM of
the Le Meridien Kochi, about 70 people attended an hour-long yoga session and special health food buffet
that the hotel organised on Sunday.

Pratap Bose Launches
Marketing Agency

Shramana.Ganguly
@timesgroup.com

Ex-COO of DDB Mudra
ropes in 3 partners for
The Social Street
Pritha.Dasgupta
@timesgroup.com

Mumbai: Pratap Bose, former
chief operating officer (COO) of
DDB Mudra, has launched an independent agency, The Social
Street, along with three partners.
They are his former colleague
and Mudra Communications
president Mandeep Malhotra, entrepreneur Arjun Reddy and Pradeep Uppalapati, senior director
and India lead for global corporate development team at tech and
services firm Accenture.
Bose describes the agency as a
“marketing conglomerate” that
will offer services like branded
content, shopper marketing,
media, out-of-home, retail, sport
marketing, events and promotions, rural marketing, trade
marketing and youth marketing.
It is starting with around 50 employees and three offices in Mumbai, Delhi and Bengaluru.
A couple of industry officials in
the know told ET that the four
founding partners have invested

Welspun is
Breaking Records
at Wimbledon

FRESH START: Pratap Bose is the
chairman of The Social Street

over .̀ 60 crore to float The Social
Street. Bose declined to confirm
the figures.
While Bose is the chairman of
the agency, other founding partners Malhotra, Reddy and Uppalapati will take over as chief executive officer, vice-chairman and
chief financial officer, respectively. The agency is still scouting
for a chief creative officer (CCO).
“Since we have such diverse specialised units I am not sure if one
CCO can handle the work. We
would rather hire specialised
creative heads for each of the verticals,” Bose said.
On May 12, ET first reported
that several employees in DDB
Mudra are flocking to join Bose’s
new venture. At least 30-40 people
quit DDB Mudra in April and
May and they have now joined
The Social Street.

Ahmedabad: By the time Roger Federer and his rivals attempt to create history at the
Wimbledon tennis championships, a textile factory in south
Gujarat would have dispatched
the classic green and purple
towels that he and other male
players will use during the tournament that begins June 29. The
women’s towel is styled in pink.
Federer’s name might not
ring a bell with the 7,000 workers at Welspun India Ltd’s terry towel facility in Vapi but
since 2010, they have been
manufacturing the Wimbledon towels that have admirers
both on the courts and off it.
Federer has admitted to having at times packed away the
coveted souvenir in his kit bag
“because they make good
gifts,” while Andy Murray
threw his into the crowd to celebrate victory in 2013.
“It is said that every third towel
used is kept by the players or
thrown to the viewing audience
as a souvenir. Owing to its popularity, Wimbledon towels have a
fan following of their own,” said
Dipali Goenka, MD, Welspun
Global Brands Ltd and executive
director of Welspun India.

